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Dachshund red long haired

The bomb is sexy. Sofia Vergara could shave her head and she still looked hot, but the bardot-inspired low pony she wore at the SAGs certainly didn't hurt. All you need is some volumizer, teasing comb, and hairspray to keep it all in place: Prep wet hair with volumizing spray before drying
out. Once dry, make an inch-long part, starting with the hairline. (If you have short, face-framing layers, you can leave them loose like Vergara; if not, you can pin them as soon as you're done.) Take your hair to the crown and backcomb, smooth the top layer down with a natural bristles
brush, then collect the hair on the back of your head, providing it with elastic. Perfectly balanced. If you'd rather have a rather, swingy pony than a statement-making tail, follow actress Diana Lane and Julianna Margulies lead-on-the-SAGs and Golden Globes, respectively. Both were tails
that weren't too high, not too low-secured just right, in the middle of the back of the head. The key to this looks like that the sides of the hair, pulled straight back, balanced by the volume of the tail itself. Prepare the strands with thickening spray first, especially if you have thin hair. And add a
little movement, curled the tail with one inch of iron, breaking the spirals with your fingers. Arrogant. I wasn't a big fan of Sarah Michelle Gellar's dresses at the Golden Globes, but I was completely digging her high ponytail. Adding height at the roots, she instantly raised her face. Placing her
pony is perfect- never bring it straight to the crown, but just below, so it doesn't look goofy. Make sure to straighten your hair with this type of ponytail too-scraggly strands won't complement such a stern silhouette. Vanguard. I can't stop thinking about Nicole Richie's fauxnytail at the Golden
Globes. Part punk, part 60s pin-up, it was both futuristic and sexy. It's not something that's easy to do on your own, but it's going to show that the tail can be the starting point for an edgy salon hairstyle, too. RELATED: Daily Beauty Reporter: Secrets of Kristen Bell's Roughed-Up
PonytailDaily Beauty Reporter: Simple, Sexy PonytailDaily Beauty Reporter: Sexy Hair in Five Minutes FlatDaily Beauty Reporter: 5 Tips for the Most Stylish PonyTAILS: FAIRCHILD ARCHIVE AND GETTY IMAGES Plus Emilia Clarke at last night's epic Game of Thrones moment, massage
for PMS Lily Collins (Mps 29) Sad news: Your cocktail is not good for you. (New York Times) Get your Instagram vanity ready with these tips. (Pop-sugar) You should see Christina Aguilera impersonating Beyonce, Katy Perry, Adele, and more. (Harper's Bazaar) These Harry Potter fans
show off their amazing Potter tattoos. (Huoule) No, Kylie Jenner was wearing a through dress in Cannes. (Glamour) No, no, no, no, these 30 Target beauty beauty surprise you. (29) Emilia Clarke talks about her amazing nude moment in Game of Thrones last night. (Entertainment Weekly)
Dry shampoo is bad for you? No, no, no, no. Jonathan Saunders is the new chief creative officer of Diane von Furstenberg. (Business Fashion) This is what happens when you go on a vintage weight gain diet. (Buzzfeed) No, no, no, no, this American Psycho parody starring Margot Robbie
is hilarious and scary. (Vogue) No, no, no, can a massage cure PMS pain? (Stylecaster) (Mick) Red makeup makeup: Just as we adapt our makeup for our eye color, so that we can adapt our makeup to the shade of our hair. While blonde locks tend to look good next to shades of gold, and
brunettes often look best when accompanied by a copper metallic color, complementing the red tresses harder. To get skinny on the best makeup for red hair, we reached out to several makeup artists for their tips on how to supplement red hair with makeup, as well as products they
consider best for those with chestnut braids. According to honey artists make-up artist Susie Gerstein, old dos and don'ts that redheads can and can't wear should be thrown out the window. While she recommends choosing tinted moisturizers and peach bronzers to match the fair skin tone
that often accompanies those with red braids, she also says that redheads can absolutely wear pink lipstick and that they shouldn't be afraid to rock the red lip either. For makeup tips every red-haired lady should know, keep reading. Yves Saint Laurent Touche Oaklat Pillow Compact
Foundation $48 Shop It's important not to wear too much face makeup if you have red hair and fair skin, says Gerstein, as a full face makeup coating can look incredible on pale-skinned ladies. To provide a realistic coating look that allows freckles to shine through, Honey Artists make-up
artist Min Min Ma recommends wearing a cushioned compact foundation like the one above or a toned moisturiser like Jane Iredale's Dream Tinted Moisturiser ($41). Kevyn Aucoin Precision Liquid Liner $34 Shop Red Hair and Dark Cat's Eye is a must-try beauty look for red ladies, says
Christine Cruz, senior makeup artist at the Salon Antonio Prieto. To get a look, Cruz recommends using a felt liner tip like the one above, and adding a few mascara napkins. Bobby Brown Bronze powder in Golden Light $42 Shop Red Hair is often accompanied by fair skin. If this happens
to you, Gerstein says to choose bronzer wisely. Choosing a bronzer, she recommends staying away from gold tones, as Can go dirty on your skin. To avoid this messy look, find bronzer with a peach or pink tone that will enhance and add radiance to the light skin. Mac Work It Out in
Extreme Measuring Lash Mascara in Sweaty Betty $20 Shop Dress Up Your Your with bright colored eyelashes. Ma recommends swapping your try and true black mascara for blue or burgundy hue to add contrast to your red braids. Still want more color? Honey artists make-up artist Azra
Red offers to add a bright liner to the mix. Her favorite color for redheads? This beautiful blue hue, Chanel Stylo Yeux waterproof liner in Fervent Blue ($33). Glossier Generation G's Like$18 Shop Forget all these rules about what colors redheads can and can't wear. When it comes to
makeup, redheads can rock almost any lip color, Gerstein says. While she recommends fuchsia statement lips for ladies with red hair, cool-tinted red lipsticks work as well as nudes, as long as they have an orange tone to them says Gerstein-you don't want to look washed out. Next:
flawless leather tricks make-up artists always use. This post was originally published earlier and has since been updated. From ginger to strawberry blonde, we believe that everyone can find their perfect red hue. While this hair color is often maligned (never by us, we can add), it seems
that this warm shade will finally get the holiday it deserves, thanks in large part to the large number of celebrity fanfare. You don't need to be a natural redhead to join in the fun, because these days, coloring and dyes are so high-tech that getting a natural hair look has never been easier. So
if you're considering adding russet tones to strawberry blonde hair, thinking about turning your blonde strands into a shade of copper, or fancy adding a wash rich chestnut to your brunette locks, we've compiled a complete list of red hair looks for you to show off your hairdresser. Choosing
shade: Your skin color and eye color should be the number one thing taken into account, says Joico Celebrity Colorist Jill Buck. As a stylist I love looking at color spots in the eyes of my clients as a good indicator of their natural subtext. Service level: High. Red is tricky, says Nicole Tresch,
senior colorist Rita Hazan in New York. This is the first color to disappear and needs to be preserved for its vibration often with glitters. Goes Great With: According to Buck, warm and light bright red compliment someone with a lighter complexion and more neutral and deep red shades are



good for dark colors. Related shades: Copper, medium red, chestnut, pumpkin spice, strawberry blonde, cinnamonPrice: The cost will vary depending on the methods your stylist will use. It's helpful to bring in a few photos during a consultation and your stylist can quote you before the
service starts, says Buck. 01 of 50 David M. Benett /Getty Images There's real brightness of Florence's red hair which flatters the little finger shades in her skin. If you want to try this style yourself, find a balm or serum that will add the definition of braid, braid, Morrocanoil Moisturizing Cream
($14). 02 out of 50 Another cut and color combination to win. As if its merlot shade wasn't enough to drool over, its textured mana formed to perfection. 03 out of 50 Lily Cole is known for her natural red hair, and in recent years we have seen her experiment with different shades. We are
especially pleased with its natural chestnut hue. According to Tresch, red looks especially cool with a freckled complexion. 04 out of 50 This natural, muted shade of chestnut vapour blends perfectly with the accepted natural texture. All around natural beauty. 05 out of 50 We love how this
color blends beautifully into brighter red-orange as it moves to its ends. 06 out of 50 Here you will find zendaya sporting the red ombre of our dreams. Her wine-colored locks are elegantly turned into copper to the tips of her hair, creating a warm, rich color history. Ask your colorist to keep
the base richer/deeper than the ends, suggests Buck. This will keep it look natural and avoid what we call the hot root business. 07 out of 50 This dark strawberry blonde looks so incredible on the classically dirty blonde Blake Lively. To get her mega-watt shine, try Mist on Ouai Hair Oil
($28). 08 out of 50 Even with noticeably dark roots against this beautiful shade of red, a touch just doesn't seem necessary. 09 out of 50 Color gradient from chestnut roots to ginger ends makes for an easy natural looking red on the hair of expert Christine Ess. 10 out of 50 We love as this
red color transformation has brought her strands back to life. If you experience breakdowns or other damage from bleaching and more processing, consider adding a single color deposit as your favorite shade of red. 11 out of 50 FKA Twigs has always been a trendsetter, and the way she
uses this bright red hue to frame her face, has us, once again, taking note. She keeps her raven roots, except for a few strands forming her face that have a gorgeous shade of rust matching the rest of her beautiful ombre. 12 out of 50 Was this look inspired by her own name? Scarlett
Johansson's unpretentious affair is an elegant (you guessed it) scarlet hue. Using a permanent dye will give you the richest reds, however it comes with a grow out of service as well, says Buck. Demi's constant will give you a rich tone, however rinsing for 6-8 weeks. 13 out of 50 Your hair
color is a form of expression, and sometimes we need to be changing what we want to see. Hot red curls can just be a sign of the fire that is carried inside. Never underestimate the power of history your hair color can tell. 14 of 50 Kevork Djansezian/Getty Images locks a little red hue?
Inspire Josefin de La Bom. If you try this look on your own, keep the curls intact with a Joico JoiMist firm trim spray of 09 ($17). He'll get the job done without any crisp stiffness. 15 15 50 Kpop star and actress Hani is known to experiment with different hair colors, but this is one of our
absolute favorites. Her long, silky waves and blunt bangs look perfectly perfect in this dark copper hue. 16 out of 50 We love a good transformation. This blood-orange red fun deposit colors to add to any grown-up blonde. Lighted strands are the perfect canvas for bold and bright colors.
Before you go back to touch your roots on bleach and tone, you may want to consider using that blond hair to your advantage. 17 out of 50 How gorgeous are Keke Palmer's burgundy braids? Whether she wears them down or in a high ponytail, as pictured here, this regal hue brings flair to
any of her nifty looks. 18 of the 50 dark purple velvet-y roots melted into dark red? Yes please. 19 out of 50 As one of Hollywood's biggest stars with red hair, Jessica Chastain always looks perfectly chic and polished. Slicked back, the tucked-back look gives the opportunity for her light skin
and strawberry strands to shine. 20 out of 50 Although Rihanna has worn many different styles and hair colors over the years, this bold merlot shade still sticks out in our minds. This shade is so rich and intoxicating, and perfect for Rihanna's inflatable curls. 21 out of 50 Look for color
inspirations all over the world to find the most unique shades for your colorist to mingle together. We like to think it was inspired by the Jolly Rancher watermelon. 22 out of 50 Michael Tran /Getty Images Emma Stone has always been one of our favorite redheads, despite the fact that she is
a natural blonde! This short hairstyle, clutching her face with a Alice-style bandage in Wonderland, complements her face shape, while the ginger hue reveals a natural flush in her cheeks. 23 of the 50 dip-colored curls at the tips of the super chic statement color. It's also very handy during
the day you get more red and ready to switch it to some other shade - just go for the finish and kiss those ends goodbye. 24 out of 50 Although Amy Adams is known for her long red locks, we like to see them in a sophisticated ponytail. Her shadow here is toned down, a very natural shade
of chestnut. 25 out of 50 If you want to try red for no more than a short moment, consider using temporary shades or colored air conditioners like this shade of ginger coloring conditioner from oVertone. 26 out of 50 Want the true color of ginger? Then this shade worn by actress Christina
Hendricks should be your guide. We love her soft waves and bangs and she proves that bright red hair goes well with even brighter red lipstick. 27 of 50 Fotonoticias/Getty Images Game of Thrones actress Sophie Turner famously fiery her hair when played by Sansa Stark, so It's exciting to
see her sporting a light hue. This gorgeous strawberry-blonde blends perfectly with her pale blue eyes. 28 out of 50 Amandla Stenberg is no stranger to pop pop color in her hair, from sea foam blues deep purple to shimmering silver. While we could go on and on, we want to highlight this
stunning amber hue with architectural curls. 30 out of 50 It's not hyperbole to say that the golden, strawberry blond hair of Connie Britton is known (seriously, Google it), so adding it to the list was necessary. While imitating its exact mana may not be possible without genetics, we can share
what foods it uses to maintain it. 31 of Michelle Williams' 50 became known for her chic pixie cut. We usually see her sporting this cut like a platinum blonde, so it's fun to see her switch things up for this apricot shade. She even dyed her eyebrows the same warm shade-now it's a
commitment! 32 out of 50 If you are willing to commit to permanent red instead of semi-permanent, which will disappear with each rinse, consider staining your eyebrows, and lock in a cohesive look that will last. 33 of 50 Karwai Tang/Getty Images Isla Fisher and red hair go along as Tina
Fey and Amy Poehler at the Golden Globes - was there ever a better couple? Although she has worn different shades over the years, this dark ginger is one of our favorites. Paired with a classic emerald earring, this look feels absolutely glamorous. 34 of 50 Jason Mendes/Getty Images
One of the most iconic redheads around, Julianne Moore's iconic deep chestnut style. Although it looks like all one shade at first glance, looking closer you can see a few subtle moments. 35 of 50 John Shearer/Getty Images Supermodel Tyra Banks is best known for her brunette and honey
blonde hair, but she has been reddish several times. Here she shakes the caramel base with chestnut stripes. 36 out of 50 We like how expressive this shade of red looks on its unravelled turns. This is proof of how texture and movement can really bring your hair color to life. 37 out of 50
This soft burgundy ombre has the perfect color placement that allows all that red to flow down from it accidentally grabbed the tail with its dark natural color base. 38 of 50 Dia Dipasupil/Getty Images Claire Danes may have popularized wine red hair in the 90s on My So-Called Life, but she's
been all about blonde these past few years. This strawberry bean is the closest it has come to returning to form. 39 of Riverdale's 50 redhead residents, Madeleine Petsch, demonstrates what we like to think of as cherry tree hair-perfect balance between brunette and chestnut. 40 out of 50
Riley Keoth shoots any color she tries, but we are particularly obsessed with this curly copper look. If you are going to make a brunette-red switch, be sure to invest in a flower-saving shampoo. We like Rossano Ferretti Parma Color Service Shampoo ($35). 41 out of 50 Proving Buck tips to
be true, this deep shade of red looks beautiful against her olive face. 42 of 50 Jason LaVeris/Getty Images Game of Thrones star Rose Leslie Leslie For her a rich shade of red cinnamon, pictured here in an elegant swooped up 'do. 43 out of 50 When it comes to braids, you have a lot of
flexibility on how to wear your favorite shade of red. You can work in a super saturated rub old red kick at the ends, or you can weave in different shades, all without doing any damage to your strands. 44 out of 50 After going through a major hair color transformation as you take care of your
hair is extremely important. Be sure to use heat-thhimits before any thermal styling. Deep conditioning treatments will also help strengthen your strands if styling heat is part of your daily routine. 45 of 50 ditch your next round of highlights for some red lights instead. We love how this delicate
red hue fits into her dark brunette texture. 46 out of 50 Switching to red from a dark natural color base will not only provide some extra warmth to your complexion, but it will also take some time to get there. Be inquisitive and learn about how your colorist is going to approach the transition.
Going with a low developer and using a binder like Olaplex, are signs that your colorist has the health of your hair and integrity at the forefront of their approach. 47 out of 50 For dark natural base colors, doing a quick round of highlights on the surface is a minimum commitment that will help
you acclimatize to color change. 48 out of 50 Rich red head hair against light skin tones and marine green eyes is nothing short of a Little Mermaid dream come true. 49 out of 50 Even if you are a natural redhead, you may be tempted to deepen your color with something richer and less
orange-th. Bryce Dallas Howard wears this berry colored chestnut beautifully. 50 out of 50 Getting your color and shape in a good place really all your hair needs. Having these two things complement each other, as it's a fire-red-orange textured do, will always make you look and feel better,
and can keep your efforts stacking to a minimum. Minimum.
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